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Inspiring transformation,
one photograph at a time.
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www.MeganCrandlemire.com
megancrandlemire@gmail.com
C: 203-828-8898
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Bio

Speaking Topics

Megan’s passion for photography ignited in
2014 when she switched to Olympus gear.
Soon after, she took on and completed an
original and evolving year long street
photography project titled "52 Magic Mondays."

52 Magic Mondays:
Photographing God on the
Streets of New York.
Megan’s signature talk, she uses the power
of her photography and personal stories to
explain how she tapped into her own inner
guidance and personally answered the age
old question, “why am I here?”. Stories of
synchronicity and “coincidence”, captured in
delightful images, will leave the listener eager
to tap into more of their own inner wisdom
and intuition.

She traveled by train every Monday, for 52
Mondays in a row, to photograph the streets of
New York City. Megan shared over 3,000
images on her blog and achieved an amazing
amount of personal and spiritual growth from
the project. In 2017, Megan was recognized by
Olympus Corporation as an Olympus Superfan
brand ambassador.

The Power of a Personal Project

Megan continues to blog and photograph her
life. She regularly speaks about the
transformational journey photography inspired
in her.

This talk is geared towards the photography
community and discusses the power and
benefits of taking on a personal photography
project.

Offerings

30 - 60 min presentations
Megan presents a variety of inspiring images
from New York City and shares stories about
her continued mission to inspire herself, and
others, to tap into their own inner guidance
and wisdom.

NYC workshops
A hands on photography opportunity. Join Megan in
New York City for a half or full day exploration of the
city with one-on-one guidance and inspiration.
Visit www.52MagicMondays.com

Portrait Sessions
Megan offers individual and family portrait
sessions in Connecticut and New York City.
Visit www.megancrandlemire.com

